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Navigating the MacKenzie Complex 

can be one of the most daunting tasks 

for a first semester freshman.  If one of 

your friends lives in the Complex and 

you want to visit, here are a few tips on 

navigating the building and not getting 

lost... 

 

First, the MacKenzie Complex is     

divided into four separate residence 

halls; North, South, East, & West. So, if 

your friend indicated MacKenzie resi-

dency, without telling you which build-

ing, he or she might as well tell you, 

"center campus. You figure it out..." 

 

MacKenzie North is the largest of the 

four buildings with a capacity of 375 

residents.  C, D, & E block, along with 

rowhouses 4, 5, & 6 comprise MacK 

North. 

 

MacKenzie South is the second largest 

building with 263 residents in H & J 

block and rowhouses 9, 10, & 11. 

 

MacKenzie East comes next with 260 

residents in F & G block and rowhouses 

7 & 8. 

 

Finally, MacKenzie West with its 228 

residents housed in blockhouse A & B 

and rowhouses 1, 2, & 3. 

 

To help spot your destination, look at 

the eyebrow window over the exit 

doors. Like the picture that identifies 

rowhouse 6 & E block, most have a 

graphic detail that indicates the sections 

to the right and left of the door. Each 

building is under 24 hour security and 

has its own "Midnight Door" for        

resident and non-resident admission. 

 

If you have a question about the Com-

plex, contact the staff office during nor-

mal office hours at: 

 

MacK North - 607.587.3215 

MacK South - 607.587.3269 

MacK West - 607.587.3279 

MacK East - 607.587.3216 

 

Welcome to Alfred State College!!! 

Welcome ASC Students 

Want to write for the Tor 

Echo? 

 

E-mail 

 torecho@alfredstate.edu  
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Welcome back to college, Alfred State. 

I guess I get to be your editor in chief 

this year. I‟m going to try to keep things 

fun and hope to have a good time with 

this new experience. Unfortunately, I 

really have no idea what I am doing but 

have a great supportive staff behind me 

to help me along the way.  

 

By Paul Vincent Editor-In-Chief 

Sandra Kinnerney                     Advisor 

Paul Vincent     Editor-in-Chief 

Michael Pezzulo     Layout Editor 
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So you finally made it to Camp Alfred! I 

know…it‟s been your dream to go to 

ASC for a long time, or at least since all 

those other colleges rejected you. Poor 

baby…. Nobody likes to receive dozens 

of letters that start “Dear Loser” and go 

downhill from there.  But hey, life      

happens. It is what it is, etc. BTW,     

clichés make the world go „round. Deal 

with it! 

 

OK, I‟ll make this fast. It‟s your first 

week here and you‟ve got things to do. 

 

 First, who is Mike Deville? And why 

should you listen to him? Think of 

Deville as your personal guide through 

the academic jungle of Camp Alfred, the 

one person who will lead you to the 

fountain of wisdom that IS Camp Alfred. 

 

OK, if you‟re not buying that load, how 

about this? Mike Deville is in his fifth 

year as a student in a two-year major. 

Don‟t bother doing the math: I‟ve 

changed majors about six times, and   

every time I changed majors, I lost about 

a year or two of credits toward           

graduation. But hey, I love this place, so 

it‟s all good. 

 

Oh yeah, and I‟ve been academically 

dismissed a couple of times. BTW, 

„academically dismissed‟ is Camp     

Alfred‟s short hand for „adios, loser.‟ At 

least 25 percent of people reading this 

paragraph now will get the old „adios, 

loser‟ letter from the college president, 

but let‟s not go there quite yet. 

 

So why would you take advice from 

someone who has flunked out of Camp 

Alfred and has changed majors at least 

six times? Why? Because Mike Deville 

knows this college better than you ever 

will! And you can take that to the      

Community Bank and cash it! 

 

Want proof that Deville knows more 

about this college than the average    

freshman? Deville knows what they‟re 

really growing in the Agriculture      

Building greenhouse. Deville knows 

about the secret „fifth floor‟ in Brown 

Hall and where they keep the keys. (He 

also knows where the best World Series 

Pool will be in Brown Hall, too, but let‟s 

save that for later.) Deville knows about 

the „private dining room‟ in CDH for the 

students willing to make significant 

„donations‟ to the Camp Alfred bank 

account. Deville even knows why there‟s 

a golden (actually it‟s brass) staircase in 

By Dr. Mike Deville 

SDC that goes….nowhere! Best of all, 

Deville knows what the college really 

means by „sustainable.‟ Think about that 

for a few seconds…. 

 

BTW, don‟t let the „Dr.‟ in front of my 

name scare you. I‟m really a student 

here at Camp Alfred, just like you.  Oh 

sure, my PhD is real, as real as any PhD 

you can buy for $59.95, less than you‟ll 

pay for a freshman comp textbook! I 

studied hard one weekend over      

Christmas break last December and 

„earned‟ my doctorate from Buxton   

University.  

Sure, at first Buxton U‟s website, 

www.instantdegrees.com, worried me 

some, but when they cashed my check 

and mailed me my 24” x 36” doctoral 

diploma, I became a satisfied alum of 

good old BU.  If working hard for your 

two or four year degree ever wears you 

down, take a break, check Buxton‟s 

website, and see how easy it is to „earn‟ 

a PhD when you really focus! 

 

But enough about me. You don‟t have 

time to waste! You‟re busy partying, 

checking out the clubs in Alfred,      

exploring the Alfred Mall, bulking up at 

the Center of Fitness, or maybe „bulking 

up‟ by working on the „freshman 15‟ 

pounds at CDH and Friendly‟s. So I‟ll 

make this short and pack some valuable 

advice into a paragraph or two.  

 

First, you WILL have to take at least 

one math class. Try to get the young 

math teacher.  And DON‟T MISS 

CLASS or you‟ll blow it. Second, you 

WILL have to take a comp class. My 

advice? Get the good looking new 

teacher. Ditto for your gym class. On 

the other hand, if you take biology, get 

the old guy. He‟s cranky but excellent. 

For accounting classes, I hear different 

opinions from different people. I‟d say 

go with the guy who drives a „Vette if 

you can. But turn off your cell phone 

BEFORE his class, trust me!  

 

My only other advice is simple: Do Not 

change majors the first week you‟re 

here. I always keep the same major at 

least one semester before I change. If 

my advice helps you survive your first 

week or two here at Camp Alfred, great. 

I hang out at the Collegiate in beautiful 

downtown Alfred. I‟m the guy with the 

laptop, a large mug of coffee, and the 

Rochester D and C open in front of me. 

 

You may now PUT DOWN THIS 

NEWSPAPER AND PAR-TEEEE! 

Want to 

know what‟s  

going on on  

campus? 

 

Make sure to 

Read the  

Tor Echo 

A little about you new editor; I am a   

senior in the Digital Media and           

Animation major, am apart of Visual 

Impact Club and am joining Jazz band 

and Choir this year. I hope to have a 

great year with all these new              

opportunities and look forward to      

overcoming new challenges as they arise  
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The Room has gained quite a bit of   

infamy during its existence, due to its 

terrible quality, extremely amateurish 

clichés, and incoherent plotline. This has 

resulted in it actually gaining more     

notoriety than it could ever possibly   

deserve given how it was created, but I 

decided to check it out anyway, during 

an annual April Fool‟s Day screening of 

it on Adult Swim. Just to get it out of the 

way: yes, it is a bad movie. It is a very, 

very bad movie. However, what I‟m 

looking at specifically is if it reaches the 

point of being “so bad it‟s hilarious”. I 

believe that it did reach that point, and it 

is worth watching just for that fact. 

 

The acting is absolutely terrible. Every 

actor seems like they have little to no 

acting experience whatsoever. They all 

speak their lines with no emotion      

By Kyle J. Bowman 

whatsoever; to the point where there is 

no way that any audience member could 

believe that they are really experiencing 

what is happening to them. For example, 

there is a scene which takes place in a 

flower shop, where the main character 

walks in to buy flowers for his wife. The 

idea behind the scene is simple enough, 

but the dialogue makes little to no sense 

at all. To go with the theme of “so bad 

it‟s hilarious”, let‟s just say that it seems 

like they read the script in reverse. The 

scene actually ends with the main      

character saying hello to a dog that is 

sitting on the counter. The fact that it 

ends with „hello‟ should be enough to 

describe it. This is not helped by the fact 

that half of the movie‟s dialogue is 

dubbed in, meaning it was added in after 

the film was finished. This results in 

many parts of the film being completely 

Aries: It‟s a drag when you find out that 

the people you thought had it together 

are just as insecure and confused as you 

are, though clearly they‟re doing a bet-

ter job of faking it. You might want to 

take lessons. 

 

Taurus: You know those days when 

everything seems just right? It‟s nice 

and quiet; everything gets done well 

and on time? Well, this isn‟t one of 

those days. Grab a pair of earplugs and 

lock yourself in a closet. 

 

Gemini: After pulling out all the stops 

and begging someone to go out with 

you, you‟ll start to feel a little sheepish 

and strange. In the back of your mind, 

you‟ll wonder whether they accepted 

the date just to get you to stop. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cancer: A once-in-a-lifetime opportuni-

ty will come your way. Rather than pay 

attention, you‟re too busy sharpening 

your pencils to the exact same length to 

notice. You‟ll regret your obsession for 

years. 

 

Leo:  Sure, the weather‟s hot, but you‟ll 

want to keep your cool. Annoying      

people abound, and it‟ll be up to you to 

keep your distance. Act stupid and   cra-

zy if it saves you from having to deal 

with it. 

 

Virgo: Everyone you admire has      

something awful to say behind your 

back! It‟s no wonder your ears won‟t 

stop ringing. Stop those rumors by     

diverting their attention with outrageous 

behavior, which will give them even 

more to talk about! 

 

 

 

 

 

out of sync, which is hilarious at times. It 

has a feeling akin to the English       

translation of Godzilla. 

 

The main plot isn‟t so bad at its roots. 

The idea is that a man‟s fiancée does not 

want to be with him, and so she has an 

affair. That plot is basic enough to where 

it has nothing to do with the film being 

bad. Where the plot suffers is its        

ridiculous subplots that never reach a 

resolution. They introduce the idea that a 

character has breast cancer, and never 

touch on it again whatsoever after    

brushing it off as nothing to begin with. 

They reveal that a character has a debt 

problem with a drug dealer, and they 

never touch on that again either. At one 

point the characters play football in an 

alley while wearing tuxedos for literally 

no reason at all. Those are just a few  

examples of the random events in the 

film that deviate from the main plot, 

hurting it immensely. These things 

would not be negative if there were at 

least reasons for them, if not              

conclusions.  As they stand, though, they 

are nothing but random deviations away 

from the actual plot. 

 

When people say this movie is bad, they 

mean it. The key to enjoying this film is 

knowing that it‟s bad when you go into 

it. If you know that it is going to be bad, 

and you watch it to make yourself laugh, 

you will definitely be entertained. If you 

watch it expecting a drama or engaging 

storyline, you will be severely            

disappointed. It is amateurish,           

unprofessional, and all around bad in 

every aspect, and that makes it hilarious. 

 

"An ounce of care is  

worth a pound of cure” 

Libra: Watching your loved ones writhe 

in bad relationships is painful, and be-

lieve it or not, the disaster of your life is 

just as hard to watch to others. You have 

the power to change the course of your 

dreary, pathetic life. 

 

Scorpio: If you find yourself motivated 

to change the direction of your life or 

start something new, proceed with     cau-

tion. Your emotions might be toying with 

you. Accept the fact that you‟ve done 

your best, besides, there‟s no way to im-

prove a bag of sand. 

 

Sagittarius: It‟s a great time to          

exchange new ideas, after all, you‟re a 

little more perceptive than usual. While 

you‟re at it, show off your ability to  

comprehend complex data. It‟ll impress 

the heck out of someone. This dose of 

brightness won‟t last long, so use it   

wisely. 

 

 

 

Capricorn: Don‟t be discouraged when 

a certain someone doesn‟t return your 

call — they just aren‟t that into you. 

Don‟t take it personally. You can‟t force 

chemistry, and if you do, there‟s bound 

to be an explosion at some point. 

 

Aquarius: You‟ve always prided  your-

self on your lack of attachment when it 

come to material objects, but when you 

lose something of personal value you‟ll 

be totally crushed. Next time, don‟t try 

to act so aloof. 

 

Pisces: You‟ve always been a fan of 

recycling, but when your ex shows up at 

a party with your best friend, you‟ll  

worry that this whole environmental 

movement thing has gone just a little bit 

too far. Next time, throw your leftovers 

away. 
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Dear Ash, 

 

I have a roommate who steals all of my 

friends and even my semi-boyfriends. I 

understand she wants to have friends, 

but I am left without friends in the end 

because of this. What do I do? 

 

-Kind of hurt 

 

Dear Kind of Hurt, 

 

You‟re rightfully upset about this. It‟s 

great that your roommate wants to be 

involved in your life and have the same 

friends, but I can see where the problem 

is. Said roommate is imposing them-

selves on everything, and you don‟t 

much care for it, especially when you 

are losing your friends due to it! What I 

would do if I were in your shoes, would 

be to try two things. First and foremost, 

I would attempt to sit down and talk to 

them. Say that you‟re thrilled they are 

friends with yours, and you want to be 

able to hang out with both of them at 

once, but you‟re losing people because 

of their actions. You‟re losing friends 

and not having people to hang out with 

because of their most likely imposing 

attitude and personality. Some people 

are just like this, however, and make 

their presence known once they enter a 

room. Secondly, I would attempt calling 

your friends separately, asking when 

they‟re free and able to do anything you 

care to. If you make the plans, you have 

no reason to not be included or          

involved. If this fails to work with the 

ones that were „stolen‟, as it were,    

attempt to make friends that are more 

willing to hang out with both of you. 

Honestly, if people no longer want to 

hang out with you because they met 

your roommate and they are that much 

more into spending their time without 

you, they can‟t be all that worth it. If 

your roommate is intentionally schedul-

ing things so you won‟t be involved so it 

looks like you are ignoring people and 

don‟t care to be involved, take a stand 

and start making your own plans, as I 

said. Otherwise, there are better and 

stronger friendships to be made. Don‟t 

let people go once they‟ve been latched 

onto by your roommate, keep trying to 

stay with them and make time for them. 

If it fails and they no longer want you 

around, I promise you there are tons 

more people out there who want to hang 

out with you and will love spending time 

with you and won‟t drop you for other 

people for no huge reason other than 

they met someone else. 

 

-Ash 

 

Dear Ash, 

 

I have a guy that creeps me out and    

several people have heard him talking 

about killing girls. But he asked me out 

and is very interested in me. What do I 

do? 

 

-Is this going to get me killed? 

 

Dear Is This Going to Get Me 

Killed, 

 

It very well may be in your best interest 

to not go out with this boy. That is really 

unstable sounding, and if it makes you 

uncomfortable I would really avoid him 

at all costs. You said he creeps you out 

as it is, so there isn‟t much of any reason 

to keep in contact with him. If what   

others have said is true, and he does talk 

about things like that, I‟d advise not 

feeding into his feelings and outright 

letting him know that he and you are not 

meant to be, and you‟d like to be left 

alone. If he keeps pursuing you, please 

do not hesitate to do things that will 

make you feel safer. If you need to have 

a strong friend around, do that. If you 

feel you need to call the police because 

you feel stalked or threatened, please do 

not hesitate. This isn‟t something that 

you should really be taking lightly. I 

know sometimes people say things that 

sound very obscene as a joke, South 

Park is a good example, but if he gives 

you a vibe that makes you uncomforta-

ble, please avoid him.  

 

-Ash 

 

Dear Ash, 

 

I have a roommate who loves to cook 

for others, including me. The only   

problem is that ALL the food she makes 

is hot enough to leave my tongue      

tingling and burning for hours. How do I 

let her know without hurting her       

feelings? 

 

-My Tongue Hurts 

 

Dear My Tongue Hurts, 

 

Oh the dreaded critiquing of another 

person, that‟s rough. I take it she really 

enjoys cooking, which is why you‟re so 

worried about letting her know her food 

makes your mouth burn. I don‟t condone 

lying about it, you‟re obviously unhappy 

and who likes a mouth that hurts? I also 

don‟t think a passive-aggressive way 

would work, I honestly feel you should 

say something outright. Next time she 

cooks and it hurts your tongue, say 

something. “This is rather peppery”, is a 

good wording choice for whatever is 

bothering you. You‟re not necessarily 

blaming her, nor saying “Your recipe 

sucks”, just that whatever food it is, is 

peppery, or whatever else may be the 

matter. You could also offer to help her 

cook, if you feel so inclined, but she 

may not want you to help and you won‟t 

necessarily know what to do nor what is 

wrong. Honestly if your tongue hurts 

after eating, you can‟t be the only one. 

Maybe if you say something next time at 

dinner, other people will feel that they 

can back you up and agree. Don‟t say 

anything too aggressively, just passively 

mention what happens to be wrong that 

night, and let it go. If she asks what‟s 

the matter or why you haven‟t said 

something sooner, feel free to continue, 

but don‟t harp on and on about it. All it 

will do is make her mad and not want to 

fix the problem, but if you‟re more just 

saying it conversationally, she may be 

more willing to take it to heart and work 

on it.  

 

-Ash 

 

Dear Ash, 

 

What is probably the hottest guy I have 

ever met in my life just came home from 

college. I don't know what to do! Can 

you help me? 

 

-Guy Trouble 

 

Dear Guy Trouble, 

 

Are you already friends with him, or do 

you just peek on him in his pool from 

your bedroom window? If you‟re not 

already on speaking terms, get there! 

Casual hellos and light conversation are 

great starters to getting to know someone 

and really see if you want to date them. 

Dating based on looks alone isn‟t a good 

idea. You want to know him first, and 

make sure he doesn‟t have very obvious 

problems that you want to avoid in    

dating. Not even just superficial ones, 

like a slight gap in his teeth, but if you 

don‟t feel comfortable around him or 

even find yourself able to talk to him 

about your day because his voice gets on 

your nerves. At that point, try and spend 

more time with him, if you feel you two 

could get along. Then feel free to ask 

him out, or try and fish it out of him to 

get him to do it, but directly asking is 

easier and will guarantee it happens. 

Then feel free to go on from there! If you 

don‟t care to get to know him before you 

ask him out, talk to your friends to boost 

up your confidence and ask him out on a 

date as soon as you feel it‟s fitting.    

Regardless of method, I want you to 

know that you shouldn‟t feel pressured to 

date someone just because you find him 

attractive. The most handsome man in 

the world might actually have the atten-

tion span of a goldfish, and smell to 

match and that isn‟t very attractive to 

some people. Don‟t get upset if he says 

no, you‟re allowed to be sad about it, but 

you must be able to move on past him. 

There are tons of other people out there; 

one of them is bound to want to be in a 

relationship with you. They might not be 

the hot neighbor next door, but they‟re 

still going to be perfect for you. 

 

-Ash 

 

"What lies behind us and what lies before us are tiny matters  

compared to what lies within us." 

-Ralph Waldo Emerson 


